OFFLOADING – HIGH RISK BUT IS IT REALLY HIGH RETURN?

Introduction
We see it every year, where the professional game shows us a new skill or tactic and we see this skill or
tactic mimicked in the amateur and grassroots levels with players trying to copy the stars they see on
TV. One could argue that the skill in fashion for many teams/players at the moment is the offload, a
high risk skill that has the potential to bring down defences and set up some plays that will no doubt
make the end-of-season highlights reels.
Although a common skill amongst our 13-a-side cousins, the skill of offloading hasn’t really taken off in
rugby. I’ve attended every rugby coach accreditation course in Australia, and not once was I presented
anything substantial on the skill of the offload. Researching for this paper, I also found that statistics I
obtained are not as thorough as I would have hoped, further adding to my argument that there has
been only limited focus for this area of the game.
With all this in mind, the purpose of this report is to therefore shed some light on the offload skill. I will
review not only the technical side of this skill, but also assess the effectiveness of the offload as an
attacking strategy. We all know that the offload can be high risk, but do you really receive adequate
returns?

Defining the offload
For the purpose of this paper, we will define an offload as when a player is able to pass the ball to a
supporting players while on his feet and in contact with one or more tacklers. A pop off the ground will
not be considered as an offload.

Exploring the statistics
While the offload is a clever skill that creates fantastic opportunities for attacking rugby and a spectacle
for the crowds, the questions remains though are the teams who are performing the most offloads
actually the most successful?
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The following statistics were taken from the 2011 Super Rugby Competition:
Games

Offload

Tries

Linebreak

Half break

General Play
turnovers

Brumbies

16

250

32

150

197

410

Highlanders

16

211

31

108

140

381

Crusaders

18

205

52

158

148

428

Reds

18

198

51

141

144

369

Chiefs

16

197

33

121

192

427

Waratahs

17

196

50

138

204

372

Hurricanes

15

189

32

108

154

338

Sharks

17

182

42

93

153

405

Lions

16

180

36

113

142

341

Rebels

16

178

30

92

108

368

Blues

18

176

46

137

188

382

Cheetahs

16

163

44

110

103

340

Stormers

17

153

34

110

154

385

Western Force

16

130

25

94

120

324

Bulls

16

88

40

87

109

329

Total

124

2696

587

1760

2256

5599

The Brumbies recorded the highest number of offloads, also recording a high number of linebreaks and
half-breaks. It seems strange that these stats didn’t result in try scoring and success for the Brumbies,
who had a very disappointing 2011 season. This suggests that scramble defences following a linebreak
or half-break are strong, and perhaps the short-coming of the Brumbies may have been their failure to
execute conventional passing and support skills once these breaks had been made.
Almost the complete opposite of the Brumbies were the Stormers. Despite finishing second on the
ladder, the Stormers were renowned for their lack of attack and try scoring ability, their offloading
statistics back this up. What the Stormers do prove, however, is that free-flowing attacking rugby that
includes offloading is not the only formula for success.
The Bulls clearly don’t practice the offload, recording the lowest number of off loads by a significant
margin. One might suggest that this conservative approach may have brought about their undoing in
season 2011, but further investigation uncovered that the Bulls recorded the least number of offloads in
season 2010 also. In any case, with the continuing evolution of the game that currently emphasizes try
scoring and running rugby, it might be in the best interest of the Bulls team to start evolving also.
No surprises to see two of the more attacking teams – Reds and Crusaders, high up in the offloading
statistics. Both of these teams play an attractive style of game that creates a spectacle for the crowd,
and the ability to offload to break down opposition defences plays a role in this.
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Individually, the following players were the highest offloaders for the 2011 Super Rugby Season:
Team

Position

Offloads

GP
Turnovers

Williams, SB

Crusaders

12

54

32

Cooper, Q

Reds

10

42

54

Burgess, L

Waratahs

9

30

36

Sivivatu, S

Chiefs

11

25

31

Fourie, J

Stormers

13

25

21

Manu, N

Blues

8

24

27

la Grange, D

Lions

13

24

13

Beale, K

Waratahs

10 / 15

24

37

Moore, S

Brumbies

2

23

25

Pretorius, S

Cheetahs

9

23

35

Ioane, D

Reds

11

23

17

Ranger, R

Blues

11

22

36

Cruden, A

Hurricanes

10

21

16

These statistics illustrate the following:





The highest offloaders by a significant margin are Sonny-Bill Williams and Quade Cooper, both
who represent a new age in the way the game of rugby is being played. With younger
generations looking to mimic these iconic players, it seems likely that the offload skill is on the
rise.
All of the players listed above are high quality players who are major attacking threats within
their respective team. The ability to offload is a major weapon in their attacking arsenal.
Players also have a high number of general play turnovers. While there is no data to prove that
these turnovers are occurring while attempting an offload, it is clear that these individuals are
high risk players.
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Coaching the offload
There are two areas of focus when coaching the offload – ball carrier and support. Both of these roles
will be addressed individually.
Ball Carrier
1. Win the contact
Offloading must be a secondary consideration for ball carriers, first and foremost they must win
the contact. Players can achieve this in a number of different ways, however the most common
method is the “face and space” with ball held in the opposite arm away from contact. If done
effectively, this will result in the tackler only being able to perform a low reaching tackle where
the ball carrier will have his head, shoulders, and ball through the contact while going forward.
With the pre-contact footwork being the foundation for this skill, it is no surprise to see players
with good footwork such as Sonny-Bill Williams (54), Quade Cooper (42), and Kurtly Beale (24)
with a high number of offloads for the 2011 Super Rugby Season.
2. Sight the target and hear the call
This is self explanatory, as without the ball carrier being able to tick both of these boxes then
they leave themselves wide open to a poor play and missed opportunity.
3. Offload delivery
Obviously the safest and most effective method to finally deliver the offload is quite simply a
pass with both hands on the ball. At the higher levels, however, more and more we are seeing
the ball carrier going in to contact holding the ball under one arm and using the free arm to fend
away from defenders. This then makes the delivery of the offload largely impossible to perform
with both hands on the ball.
Using a one-hand grip on the ball, players should be encouraged to grip the ball in the hand,
using pressure mainly from the thumb and pinkie, rather than wedging the ball in between the
hand and the forearm. Gripping the ball in your hand will enable greater control over the
offload delivery and will also allow the delivery on both sides.

Grip 1 – ball in hand, pressure
between thumb and pinkie
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Grip 2 – wedging ball between
hand and forearm

Support players
We’ve already noted above that the ball carrier should not deliver the pass unless a call is heard, which
is obviously a key task for the supporter. Another critical aspect, however, is the positioning of the
supporter. Support players looking to receive an offload must come from depth. Support players who
are too lateral can create the following problems:
1. Their lateral positioning is too far away creating further pressure on the already difficult pass
2. If the ball carrier is unable to deliver the pass and is tackled, then the supporter is in no position
to be able to cleanout and secure possession at the breakdown.
By supporting narrow and in depth, the supporter increases his effectiveness in being able to either
receive the offload, hammer on, or clean out.

After breaking down the skills and the roles involved, coaches will note that the offload can actually be
thought of as a secondary action. First and foremost, we coach our players to win contact when carrying
the ball and support from depth, the offload can then be performed if the above steps are executed and
the opportunity is present.
Keeping in line with the thought process that he offload is a secondary action, coaches and players must
understand that the ability to perform basic core skills are priority which will in turn present
opportunities for more flashier skills such as the offload. Quade Cooper can be used as an example
here, while Quade is a keen offloader which is backed up by the data, he is also one of the best
exponents of the regular pass which is a standard core skill in our game.

While Quade is notorious for flashy offloads and
crazy footwork

His regular passing technique is one of the best n
the game (ball on hip, high elbow, shoulder over
ball)

To assist coaches in addressing these skills, offloading drills have been included in the appendix.
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Conclusion
There is no doubt that the offload is a great way to breakdown an opposition defensive line. There is no
conclusive evidence, however, that proves that teams who execute this potentially devastating skill are
better off. In 2011, the Brumbies executed the offload more than any other team and yet they achieved
limited success in terms of chalking up wins on the board, whereas conservative teams such as the
Stormers are not great exponents of the offload and yet they finished second on the competition ladder.
Despite the evidence suggesting that offloading doesn’t necessarily lead to success, it is safe to assume
that offloading is becoming fashionable in the grassroots levels where players are attempting to mimic
the Quade Cooper’s and the SBW’s of the world. Coaches must therefore address the skill, teaching the
players how offloading fits within the team frameworks, to ensure that this high-risk skill does not result
in costly turnovers of possession more often than not.
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APPENDIX - Offloading Activity Cards
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Drill Name:
Balls: 1

2 v 1 Turn and React - offload
Markers: 4

Block:
Poles:

Activity Explanation









An attacker “A1” lies face down with the ball on the ground in front approx
1m away
A defender “D1” lies face down facing away from the ball with feet approx
1m from ball
A second attacker “A2” lies face down behind A1
On coaches call all players get to feet and activity is live
A1 will reach ball first and perform face and space technique to win the
tackle contest against D1
D1 simply attempts to tackle A1
A2 has the support roll and must make a decision either to call for offload
or to secure at breakdown depending on what happens at the tackle
contest

Coaching key factors




A1 – face and space ball away from contact
A1 can only offload if he has won the contest, sight the support target and
hears the call
A2 decision:
o If A1 wins contact and offload is available, A2 must call and
support
o If A1 does not win contact and is getting tackled, A2 must secure
at breakdown

Extension:
 Shift starting point of A2 to a more lateral position so that he has to work
to get in a position to support in depth
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Suits: 2

Offloading
Shields:
Activity Diagram

Other:

Drill Name:
Balls: 1

3 v 2 Offload
Markers: 5

Block:
Poles:

Activity Explanation






2 attackers (A2 & A3) oppose 2 defenders in a 10m channel
The activity starts with A1 passing the ball in the A2.
A2 must take the ball forward to commit D1 and then pass prior to
contact to A3 running a line
A3 must win contact and look to offload to A2 or to A1 who has
doubled around to provide support
Attacking players may need to look to secure possession if offload is
not on

Coaching key factors




Pre-contact footwork
Head, shoulders, ball through contact
Sight target, heat the call
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Suits: 2

Offloading
Shields:
Activity Diagram

Other:

Drill Name:
Balls: 1

Offload channel
Markers: 7

Block:
Poles:

Activity Explanation





Suits: 2

Offloading
Shields:

Other:

Activity Diagram

Activity starts with coach passing ball in to A1
A1 then attempts to perform pre-contact footwork against D1 in
order to win the tackle contest
In the meantime, A2 and A3 have worked from the starting positions
around the bottom of the channel to support
Whether A1 is able to offload or the ball is recycled from a
breakdown, the activity is then repeated against D2

Coaching key factors





Pre-contact footwork
Head, shoulders, ball through contact
Sight target, heat the call
Support from depth in order to accept an offload or secure at
breakdown

Coach
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